
P R O D U C T

B R O C H U R E



SUNFIX Myanmar is teaming up with the well-

known enterprise so offers a range of enterprise

solutions designed specifically for your business

to meet industrial requirements.
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SAP A1
S4 HANA
SAP B1
SAP HANA ANALYTIC CLOUD

FINANCE MANAGEMENT
DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT
PROCUREMENT
CONSTRUCTION
REAL ESTATE

INFOR SUNSYSTEMS – FINANCE
INFOR SUNSYSTEMS – BUSINESS
INFOR LN
BIRST

 FINANCE MANAGEMENT
 DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT
 CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT
 FIELD SERVICE MANAGEMENT
 PROJECT ACCOUNTING
 MANUFACTURING EDITION
 CONSTRUCTION EDITION

SOLUTIONS FOR 

YOUR BUSINESS



SUNFIX Consulting is, established in February 2012, provided the
leading first-class software in Singapore, Cambodia, Thailand,
Vietnam, Myanmar, Laos, and New Zealand.

We have a long success story with Channel Partner SAP, INFOR,
Acumatica, and CUSCEN in Financial, Operation, and CRM from Small
Medium and Enterprise-sized Business.

We have comprehensively provided support and the ability to
implement, integrate systems as a worldwide partner.
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WHAT WE

ARE

SUNFIX CONSULTING MYANMAR

No.270, 6B, Pyay Road, SanChaung
Township, Yangon, Myanmar.

09-773103701,09772077779

info.sunfix@sunfixconsulting.com.mm

www.sunfixconsulting.com.mm

SCAN QR TO VISIT 
OUR WEBSITE

http://www.sunfixconsulting.com.mm/
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O U R  S E R V I C E S
We Know that our Customers are demanding that their producers
simplify licensing while also supporting new licensing models that
align with their business needs.

Licensing

Implementation

SUNFIX Consulting provides in-depth business, product, and
industry expertise that helps you quickly realize your business
objectives. Our professionals work with you to rapidly implement
the right solution, analyze business problems, capture business
requirements.

Migration
Our migration service is an effective solution can enable you to
migrate your old systems smoothly to new versions of solutions. It
will improve efficiency, reduce operational costs, reduce risk due to
human error, Increase control over processes and operations.

Training
We are not only providing the software license, but also the
professional training service to all clients which are currently under
SUNFIX Consulting Myanmar. Moreover, we provide training to
clients which are using our products in different kind of industrial.

Annual 
Maintenance

Annual Maintenance is made to provide up to date information of
software development, such as upgrade license, fixing issues,
consultation and standard report design. SUNFIX Consulting offers
the on-side and off-side support to all customers.

Consultation
We also give service to our value customer in an advisory capacity
and provides expert advice regarding with our System and existing
business process alignment.

Installation We provide installing service for various type of system. Our
technical expert team will provide service with low risk and faster.
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OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS

Sedona
We choose SUNFIX’s INFOR SunSystems Service, it is the new system to
us but it was a fully integrated system. We are able to see considerable
improvement on our customer service, inventory visibility and finance
management system. Product service and support of SUNFIX project
team is very good responsive in timely.As a IT technical team. I am very
impressed and highly recommend SUNFIX  consulting Myanmar. 

AHRN
SUNFIX's ERP system is the absolute best finance and sale record
management system platform without doubt! Not only is SUNFIX the
best company, it is also very affordable in light of many, many features
that it has to offer from all types of industries starting from SME.
Before we use SUNFIX’s INFOR SunSystems Service, we have a
problem which collect data and finance record data. SUNFIX’s system
is also very ease to use to use and has a great team behind it for
support and guidance. I highly recommend SUNFIX’s ERP system to
anyone who is serious about growing their business through cloud
review.

Proven
We have a great experiences with SUNFIX Co.,Ltd . Our management
record is more integrity when using SUNFIX services. SUNFIX is really
reliable and useful for our business, it can call out report timely. So we
can save time and can get definite that daily report data. And also
speaking with the service team help me get exactly what I want to do
and looking for. I really satisfied using SUNFIX’s Acumatica system and
want to give highly recommend. Thanks.
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INFOR SUNSYSTEMS ACCOUNTING

THE COMPLETE LEDGER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

MEET CHANGE WITH CONFIDENCE

Traditional financial management systems often
lock you into rules, structures, and business models
that can’t evolve to meet changing needs. It doesn’t
have to be that way. INFOR  SunSystems has the
agility to work the way you want, empowering you
to meet change with confidence and easily manage
business growth.

SunSystems  Accounting does this with “smart
transactions,” which capture detailed data directly
at the source and allow you to see performance up
close by breaking transactions down to their
individual details. Whether the needs of the
business change or processes are being revised,
new data can be captured whenever it’s needed,
and analysis can be performed on that data
immediately because analytics are built directly into
smart transactions.

Rather than maintain separate sub-ledgers (like
traditional financial systems), SunSystems uses a
unified ledger to hold all financial transactions in a
single, integrated transaction set. Fast, easy access
to information ensures you’ll never be out of
balance. General ledger, receivables, and payables
are all combined. And you can easily report across
all transactions without requiring reconciliation all
transactions are posted to the same data set
simultaneously.

SUPPORT YOUR DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION

Infor OS serves as the

underlying technology

platform of SunSystems

Accounting—ensuring that

connected systems work

together seamlessly

With a modern,

conversational user

experience, SunSystems

Accounting is intelligent,

intuitive, and delivers great

value

Because SunSystems

Accounting is cloud enabled,

it can react quickly to ever-

evolving industry and

market changes

SATISFY GLOBAL REQUIREMENTS
SunSystems includes all the functionality needed
to effectively manage international growth—
enabling organizations to launch into new markets
quickly and efficiently. SunSystems is the only
financial management solution with this level of
comprehensive functionality built in. This
functionality includes

Infor Document Management (IDM) stores and 
retrieves in-context information
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SunSystem Module

LA

FA

CA

PM

PO

SO

IC

PR

RI

Ledger
Accounting

Fixed Asset

Corpoerate
Allocation

Q&A 

Purchase
Order

Sale Order

Inventory
Control

Purchase
Requisition

Recurring
Invoice

Accounting Operation Add-on

MULTICOMPANY—INDEPENDENT
LOCALES

Multicompany support is standard for most
business accounting systems, but SunSystems
takes this further with support for
configurations of each business as separate
localeswithin one deployment. Each
configuration can have its own base currency,
chart of accounts, and business rules to meet
local requirements. Each configuration can
have its own independent setup, or multiple
companies can be supported within a single
business entity.

SMART TRANSACTIONS FOR
LOCALIZED REPORTING

SunSystems allows you to define additional
data to be captured and stored on all source
transactions—as well as refine what data is
required for different accounts or types of
transaction. For example, for a travel-related
expense posting, you may choose to capture
the employee code or the destination. You can
change the data capture requirements and add
new dimensions. Smart transactions allow you
to manage additional data requirements that
arise from local accounting practices—even
when the requirements change.

4D MULTICURRENCY
SunSystems supports four currency
dimensions for each transaction: transaction
currency (variable), base currency (fixed per
business unit), reporting currency (fixed per
business unit), and fourth currency (variable).
“Variable” means the fourth currency code may
vary line by line with the ability to address
sophisticated requirements, such as branch
accounting in different currencies, tracking
values by a charity’s donor, or other payment
currency (which is distinct from the transaction
currency, or the local or corporate accounting
currencies).

Multi-tax (withholding, VAT, GST,
QST)

SunSystems’ tax calculation capability is
simple, but flexible. While it doesn’t support
some complex calculations out of the box,
SunSystems can integrate with common
taxation platforms and provide automated
maintenance of rules and rates.


